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Background and purpose: The development of new biomarkers for multiple sclerosis

(MS) is of paramount importance to improve our ability to predict disease progression and

disability. The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential role of the optic nerve diameter

(OND) measured by ultrasonography as a biomarker of early disability in patients with

relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS).

Methods: Forty-nine RRMS patients, 23 with a history of optic neuritis (MS-ON) and 26

without a history of optic neuritis (MS N-ON), and 50 age- and sex-matched healthy control

subjects were included in the study. The OND and optic nerve sheath diameter (ONSD) were

measured by transorbital sonography (TOS), and the retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) and

ganglion cell complex (GCC) thicknesses were measured by optical coherence tomography

(OCT) using the Optovue RTVue™ system (Optovue, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA).

Results: There was no significant difference between the patient (whether ON or N-ON

eyes) and control groups in either the OND (p=0.979) or the ONSD (p=0.911). However,

patients with an expanded disability status scale (EDSS) score >2 had a significantly lower

OND and RNFL thicknesses (p=0.014, p=0.010 respectively) than patients with an EDSS

score ≤2. Statistical logistic regression revealed that OND was an independent predictor of

EDSS>2 (p=0.044, OR =0.000, 95% CI=0.000–0.589).

Conclusion: The OND, as measured by ultrasonography, could be potentially used as a

biomarker for the detection of early disability in RRMS patients.
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is one of the leading disabling neurological diseases in young

adults. Characteristically reliable biomarkers for every independent MS pathogenic

factor are extremely important.1 Increasing evidence has demonstrated that neuronal

and axonal damage within the central nervous system (CNS) contributes substantially

to the development of permanent disability in patients with MS.2 Thus, reliable,

economic and easily assessable complementary surrogate biomarkers for axonal

degeneration and consequently disability remain to be identified.3 The optic nerve

can serve as a useful clinical tool for studying these characteristics and can be used to

measure and monitor the pathological process of the disease.4 Optical coherence

tomography (OCT) is a non-contact machine that allows precise measurement of

retinal layers thickness using infrared waves. Spectral domain (SD) technology has

been used in more recent generations of ophthalmic OCT machines. SD-OCT systems
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are capable of providing more than 100 times faster scan

speed with lower acquisition time. SD-OCT systems use an

850 nm wavelength, which provides better depth resolution.

The higher speed, deeply penetrating wavelength provided

high resolution, which, using special software algorithm

allowed RNGL and GCC analysis.5 OCT is a potential tool

for monitoring axonal loss in MS patients and is being

investigated in several clinical researches.6,7

The most important parameters in OCT studies are the

retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness, which is a good

measure of the axonal thickness at the optic disc, and the

ganglion cell complex (GCC) thickness, which allows the

quantification of both axonal loss and neuronal degenera-

tion at the macula,8 probably because of retrograde trans-

synaptic degeneration and the progressive loss of retinal

ganglion cells, in addition to the more pronounced thin-

ning caused by optic neuritis (ON), if present;9 Ganglion

Cell Complex (GCC) revealed the summation of macular

RNFL, GCL (ganglion cell layer: formed by ganglion cell

body), and IPL(inner plexiform layer).10

The optic nerve is most commonly assessed by

ophthalmoscopy and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

but measurement of the optic nerve diameter (OND) by a

simple ultrasound examination might permit a rough esti-

mation of the extent of brain parenchymal involvement

and the consequent global cerebral atrophy and disability

in relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) patients. The analysis

of the diameter of the optic nerve showed that it is possible

to detect its atrophy in the affected eyes (with ON) and, to

a lesser extent, in the unaffected eyes of MS patients.11

The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential role of

the OND determined by ultrasonography as a biomarker of

early axonal loss and disability in patients with RRMS.

Subjects and methods
Subjects
This cross-sectional case-control study was conducted in 49

patients (17males and 32 females; mean age: 28.96±9.5 years)

diagnosed with RRMS according to the revised McDonald’s

criteria with (MS-ON) or without a history of unilateral ON

(MS N-ON).12 The patients were recruited from the Kasr Al-

Ainy Multiple Sclerosis Unit (KAMSU), Cairo University

Hospital, from January 2017 to September 2017. Fifty age-

and sex-matched healthy volunteers were recruited from med-

ical students and hospital employees as a control group. We

excluded patients with progressive MS (whether primary or

secondary), patients with a history of relapse in the last three

months prior to enrolment, patients with a history of ocular

surgery, glaucoma, diabetes, or hypertension, as these condi-

tions may interfere with OCT findings, patients with a history

of alcohol intake or a history of bilateral ON, whether simul-

taneous or sequential, and patients on Fingolimod for more

than 6 months prior to recruitment, as it may cause macular

oedema.

Methods
Clinical assessment

All patients had undergone thorough neurological,

ophthalmological and disability evaluations using the

expanded disability status scale (EDSS).13

Transorbital sonography (TOS)

All examinations were performed at the Neurosonology

Unit, Neurology Department, Cairo University Hospital, by

a single experienced neurosonographer (certified by the

European Society of Neurosonology and Cerebral

Haemodynamics “ENSCH”), who was blinded to the sub-

jects’ clinical data throughout the entire study. TOS was

performed using a Philips IU22 system with a linear L9

probe at 13 MHz obtained from California, USA. Subjects

were examined in the supine position with the upper part of

the body and the head elevated 20º to 30º degrees to avoid

any pressure on the eye. They were asked to keep their eyes

in a mid-position and to suppress eye movements. For safety,

the mechanical index was reduced to 0.2. The probe was

placed on the temporal part of the closed upper eyelid using a

thick layer of sonography gel. The anterior part of the optic

nerve was depicted in an axial plane showing the papillae and

the optic nerve in its longitudinal course. The measured

parameters were the OND and the optic nerve sheath dia-

meter (ONSD), which were measured 3 mm behind the

posterior edge of the globe in a horizontal plane.14

The optic nerve was visualized as a hypoechogenic struc-

ture beyond the retina surrounded by hyperechoic subarach-

noid space and hypoechoic dura mater (Figure 1). In patients

with no history of ON, two readings were recorded for one

eye, and their mean value was calculated. In patients with a

history of ON, the examination was performed twice, and the

mean value was calculated. The affected eye in MS-ON

group and only one eye from MS N-ON and control groups

were included in the statistical analysis.

OCT

Spectral-domain OCT was performed using the Optovue

RTVue™ system (Optovue Inc., Fremont, CA, USA). Two
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different protocols were used in the two eyes: the 1st was the

macular map protocol, which allows rapid macular scanning

for measurement of the GCC thickness; the 2nd was the

peripapillary RNFL protocol. All examinations were per-

formed at the Ophthalmology Department, Cairo University

Hospital, by a single experienced ophthalmologist.

The study protocols and data collection methods

conformed to all local laws and were compliant with

the principles of Declaration of Helsinki. The study was

approved by the local ethical committee. Informed con-

sent was provided by all patients upon enrolment in the

study.

Statistical analysis

Data were coded and entered using the statistical package

for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25 (IBM Corp.,

Armonk, NY, USA). Data was summarized using mean

and standard deviation for quantitative variables and fre-

quencies (number of cases) and relative frequencies (per-

centages) for categorical variables. Comparisons between

groups were done using unpaired t test in normally dis-

tributed quantitative variables while non-parametric

Mann-Whitney test was used for non-normally distributed

quantitative variables.15 For comparing categorical data,

Chi square (χ2) test was performed. Exact test was used

instead when the expected frequency is less than 5.15

Correlations between quantitative variables were done

using Spearman correlation coefficient.16 A receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curve was constructed,

and the area under the curve (AUC) was analysed to detect

the best cutoff value for the parameters for EDSS score

detection. Logistic regression was done to detect indepen-

dent predictors of EDSS>2.17 P-values less than 0.05 were

considered as statistically significant. Graphs and tables

were used to illustrate some information. Logistic regres-

sion was done to detect the independent factor reaching

EDSS ˃2 as an outcome.

Results
Demographic and clinical characteristics
The patient group included 49 patients; 23 of these

patients had a history of ON (MS-ON), and 26 had no

history of ON (MS N-ON).Twenty-five patients had an

EDSS score ≤2, and 24 patients had an EDSS score >2.

An EDSS score of 2 was used as a cutoff value for early

disability. The demographic and clinical characteristics of

the patients in both groups are shown in Table 1.

Results of TOS and OCT

As shown in Table 2, there was no significant difference

between patients and controls in either the OND or ONSD.

On the other hand, the RNFL and GCC were significantly

thinner in the patient group than in the control group. The

clinical and imaging results of the individual patients are

summarised in Figure 2.

Figure 1 Sonographic measurement of the optic nerve diameter (black line) and the optic nerve sheath diameter (grey line), calculated by the distance between the two

cursors measured 3 mm posterior to the globe (white line).
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Comparison between patients with EDSS scores ≤2
and >2

Patients with an EDSS score >2 had significantly a thinner

OND and RNFL (p=0.014, p=0.010 respectively) than

patients with an EDSS score ≤2 (Table 3).

Results of TOS and OCT in ON and N-ON eyes

The RNFL and GCC were significantly thinner in ON eyes

than in N-ON eyes (p=0.029, p=0.017, respectively); how-

ever, the OND and ONSD showed no significant differ-

ences between these subgroups (Table 4).

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was

constructed, as shown in Figure 3, to determine the cutoff

values for the RNFL and GCC thickness resulting in the

highest sensitivity and specificity for the detection of

patients with an EDSS score >2. According to the ROC

curve, the cutoff value for the RNFL and GCC were

117.055 and 93.235 mm respectively meaning that patients

with lesser values were more likely to have an EDSS score

>2; this result indicates subtle progression with a sensitiv-

ity and specificity of 98% and 100%, respectively for

RNFL; 85.7% and 91.8% respectively for GCC (Table 5).

Statistical logistic regression was done to detect indepen-

dent predictors of EDSS>2 among the demographic, clinical

and imaging parameters. It had revealed that disease duration

(p=0.023, OR=1.204, 95% CI=1.026–1.414), OND

(p=0.044, OR=0.000, 95% CI=0.000–0.589) and RNFL

thickness (p=0.026, OR=0.934, 95% CI=0.879–0.992) are

independent predictors of EDSS>2 as shown in Table 6.

Discussion
Large numbers of biomarkers have been tested in the past

few years for their ability to predict the response to ther-

apy, disease course and progression, and outcome of MS.

Axonal loss has been found to be a promising biomarker

for MS. Axonal loss is the most important pathological

Table 1 Summary of demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants

Items Patient group (n=49) Control group (n=50)

Age (years) 28.96±9.5 29.86±6.33

Sex

Male 17 (34.7%) 18 (36%)

Female 32 (65.3%) 32 (64%)

Age at disease onset (years) 23.8±7.72

History of unilateral ON

Yes 23 (46.9%)

No 26 (53.1%)

Number of relapses (mean±SD) 3.57±1.68

Disease duration (years) 5.06±4.64

EDSS score (mean±SD) 2.347±1.07

≤2 25 (51.02%)

>2 24 (49.98%)

Abbreviations: ON, optic neuritis; EDSS, expanded disability status scale.

Table 2 TOS and OCT results in patient and control groups

Patients (n=49) Control (n=50) P-value

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD

OND (mm) 3±0.4 3±0.4 0.979

ONSD (mm) 5.5±0.6 5.4±0.5 0.911

RNFL thickness (µm) 96.53±12.65 121.18±2.68 <0.001*

GCC thickness (µm) 84.10±9.66 101.35±7.96 <0.001*

OND/ONSD ratio 0.56±0.05 0.56±0.06 0.882

Note: *P-value <0.05 considered statistically significant.

Abbreviations: OND, optic nerve diameter; ONSD, optic nerve sheath diameter; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer; GCC, ganglion cell complex.
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factor that contributes to permanent disability in MS.

Assessing axonal loss could be useful for monitoring dis-

ease evolution.18

RNFL thinning, as detected byOCT, has been established

in many studies as a reliable biomarker of axonal loss,

correlating adequately with brain atrophy measures.18–21

Numerous studies have found thinning of the RNFL

not only in eyes with a previous episode of ON but also in

the presumably asymptomatic contralateral eye of MS

patients who had an episode of ON, as well as in MS

patients who never had clinical acute ON.22–26 Moreover,

several cross-sectional studies have reported these signifi-

cant correlations between thinner RNFL and GCC values

and higher EDSS scores in both RRMS and secondary

progressive MS (SPMS) groups.27–29 Therefore, the pre-

sence of a significant correlation between both the RNFL

thickness and the EDSS score supports the hypothesis that

axonal damage occurs early in the disease course.

However, TOS can be used as an alternative tool to

OCT in the evaluation of optic nerves, especially with

Figure 2 Clinical, TOS and OCT data of the patients group.

Abbreviations: EDSS, expanded disability status scale; ON, optic nerve; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer.

Table 3 Results of TOS and OCT in the N-ON eyes of patients with EDSS scores ≤2 and >2

Items Patients with an EDSS score ≤2 (n=25) Patients with an EDSS score >2 (n=24) P-value

OND (mm) 3.2±0.4 2.9±0.4 0.014*

ONSD (mm) 5.6±0.6 5.3±0.6 0.194

RNFL thickness (µm) 100.8±12.01 91.7±11.8 0.010*

GCC thickness (µm) 85.87±10.12 82.1±8.9 0.175

Note: *P-value <0.05 considered statistically significant.

Abbreviations: EDSS, expanded disability status scale; OND, optic nerve diameter; ONSD, optic nerve sheath diameter; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer; GCC, ganglion cell

complex.

Table 4 Results of TOS and OCT in ON and N-ON eyes

Items ON eyes (n=23) N-ON eyes (n=26) P-value

OND (mm) 3.1±0.4 3±0.4 0.629

ONSD (mm) 5.5±0.6 5.4±0.5 0.463

RNFL thickness (µm) 92.22±14.85 100.34±8.99 0.029*

GCC thickness (µm) 80.66±10 87.15±8.40 0.017*

Note: *P-value <0.05 considered statistically significant.

Abbreviations: EDSS, expanded disability status scale; OND, optic nerve diameter; ONSD, optic nerve sheath diameter; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer; GCC, ganglion cell

complex.
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increasing numbers of experienced neurosonographers

worldwide over the past few years. TOS has mainly been

used to evaluate intracranial hypertension and has shown a

correlation between an increased ONSD and increased

intracranial pressure.30–32

One of the main advantages of TOS over OCT is its

low cost, high accessibility and reproducibility, with mini-

mal inter- and intra-observer variability.30–33

TOS also offers a sensitive, user-friendly, and reliable

technique for detecting the ONSD. Many studies have

demonstrated the utility of TOS in evaluating ON, show-

ing increased an OND in the acute phase of MS.34–38 TOS

was able to detect a significant thickening of the OND and

ONSD in acute ON, which is probably due to inflamma-

tion with a subsequent increase in perineural subarachnoid

fluid early in the disease course.

A recent study has demonstrated that TOS is a reliable

method for measuring ON atrophy in MS. However, the

author recommended further studies to compare TOS with

visual evoked potentials (VEPs) and OCT to confirm its

usefulness in routine clinical practice.9

Our aim was to study the potential role of the OND and

ONSD determined using ultrasound as early markers of axo-

nal loss and disability in RRMS patients compared to metrics

determined by OCT as well-established axonal loss biomar-

kers. Our results showed no significant difference in the OND

or ONSD between RRMS patients (with or without a past

history of ON) and healthy controls. These results are contra-

dictory to those of a previous study that detectedOND atrophy

in eyes with ON and, to a lesser extent, in the unaffected eyes

of MS patients compared to those of controls.39

This difference could be attributed to the fact that the

ONDmeasurement Carraro et al used was more proximal to

detect the maximum diameter of the nerve. However, in our

study, we measured the OND 3 mm from the retinal plane,

where the optic nerve is thinner and less myelinated; as

such, we might not be able to distinguish small differences

in nerve thickness between MS patients and controls. Our

sample size might have also been insufficient to reveal

statistically significant differences. Additionally, some of

our patients in the MSN-ON group could have had an attack

of silent or unreported ON. Another possibility is that our

subjects might have had mild ON that would not have

affected the OND or caused only minimal atrophy.39

However, we found that patients with an EDSS score

>2 had significantly smaller ONDs than those with an

EDSS score ≤2. Statistical logistic regression was done

to detect independent predictors of EDSS>2 among the

demographic, clinical and imaging parameters. It had

revealed that disease duration OND (p=0.044, OR=0.000,

95% CI=0.000–0.589) is an independent predictors of

achieving EDSS>2.

Collectively, our data may represent an indirect indi-

cator for the potential role of the OND determined by

sonography as a marker of detection of early disability in

MS. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no

published studies addressing the role of the sonographic

Figure 3 ROC curve for the sensitivity and specificity of the RNFL and GCC

thickness in the detection of an EDSS score >2.

Table 5 Cutoff values for the RNFL and GCC for detecting an EDSS score >2

Area Under the Curve P-value 95% Confidence Interval Cut off Sensitivity % Specificity %

Lower Bound Upper Bound

RNFL thickness (µm) 0.993 <0.001* 0.979 1.000 117.055 98 100

GCC thickness (µm) 0.934 <0.001* 0.883 0.985 93.235 85.7 91.8

Note: *P-value <0.05 considered statistically significant.

Abbreviations: RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer; GCC, ganglion cell complex.
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OND as a potential marker of early disability in MS in

comparison to OCT metrics.

A recent multicentre study of 59 patients with RRMS

confirmed our results, as it showed that the thickness of

the optic nerve measured with TOS was correlated with

the EDSS score and the duration of the disease without

interference from a previous history of ON; however, they

did not compare the TOS and OCT results.9

Our study had some limitations. First, there was a lack

of normative values for the OND. Second, the use of TOS

and OCT can only detect structural lesions; therefore, it

would have been more beneficial to combine these meth-

ods with VEPs for better correlation between structural

lesions and functional impairment (VEPs were determined

but not at the same time of our study). In conclusion, the

OND, as determined by ultrasonography, could be used as

a potential biomarker for the detection of early disability

in RRMS patients. Further studies may be needed to con-

firm our findings and to support this hypothesis. The early

detection of disability can facilitate early interventions and

consequently better outcomes and prognoses.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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